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Agribusiness
senior Katie
Blandin
makes
pottery in
the Craft
Center. She
gives most
of her work
away to
friends and
family. "It's
always nice
to make
gifts
around
Christmas
time,"
Blandin
said.
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Students
unaware
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Craft Center offers venue for

HANDM ADE G IFT IDEAS
By Kendra Hodges
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

ith the holiilciys approaching, tlic pressure is
on tt> tin J the perfect (4ifts tor family and
friends. In San Luis Ohispi) it’s difficult to
find a tjift uniquely tailored for loved ones because
there are few local shoppinti options.
A sure way to provide one-of-a-kind presents is to
hand-make them.
For Cal Poly students, making a tiift is as easy as
stepping into the ASl Craft Center on the first floor of
the University Union.
Re^inninii to advanced crafters will find the Craft
C enter’s extensive array of equipment and staff ready
to help. Supplies ranije from surfboard shapinj» tools to
knitting supplies, allowing for the creation of a wide
ranye of handmade j^ifts on a ti^ht hudf»et.
“I discovered the Craft Center last Fall Quarter after
hdlowinfi a yirl in there I wanted to see,” recreation

W

administration senior Landon Sm ith said. “She
showed me how to use the pottery wheel.”
Last year. Sm ith created plates and cups for
Christmas presents for his family. It cost him about
$12 for supplies plus the Craft Center quarter activity
fee of $ l 5.
“My family thought I was all artistic and stuff. It was
cool, ” Smith said.
Later, Smith learned to crotchet beanies at the
Craft Center, which his family and friends can expect
as Christmas presents this year.
“The Craft Center is really welcominj’ and the staff
is patient and open to new ideas,” Smith said. “You
don’t need to be a skilled artists, it’s for anybody.”
Landscape architecture freshman Jackie Smyth is
making an oversized coffee muK for her mom for
Christmas.
“She is always drinkin^i ct>ffee, so I wanted her to

HOMELAND SECURITY

Foreigner registration
program terminated
By Suzanne Gamboa
ASSOCIATED PRESS

W ASH IN GTO N
—
The
Department of Homeland Security is
ending a program he^un after the
Sept. 11 terror attacks that recpiired
tens of thousands of mostly Middle
Eastern men and boys to register with
the mivernment while in the United
States, officials said Monday.
A.sa Hutchinson, undersecretary
for borcler and tran.sportation securi
ty, said the department would focus
more on individuals instead of “broad
categories” of people. Fie said the
program that required the foreif»ners
to reregister after 30 days or a year
continuously in the United States
could he used aKain if there was
another terrorist attack linked to a
foreitin country.
Hutchinson said the decision to
“terminate” the program, which

administration officials had hinted at
last week, was ni>t influenced by the
harsh criticism by adviKacy groups
f(Tr people targeted and civil rights
orj»ani:ati(Tns.
The National Security Entry Exit
Registration System, or N SEERS,
rcLiuired men and boys from 25 coun
tries to be fingerprinted, photofiraphed and interxiewed at U.S.
immigration offices. A total 83,519
people complied and some were
deported, usually for overstaying visas.
The program, which ends toilay,
was targeted at men and Hiys from
countries in the MiLldle East and
other areas with an active al-Qaida
presence. It was intended to help
assure the government that no
known terrorists were in this country.
The profjram, be^;un by the Justice
Department,
prompted
an^ry

see SECURITY page 2

see CRAFTS, page 2
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Landscape architecture freshman
Jackie Smyth works on a mug.

Few students were aware that
Monday marked Global All^S
Awareness Day.
The Women’s Center had a lO-fcxit
AIDS ribbon laid across Dexter Lawn,
hut most studeiTts walking by didn’t
even stop. This w'as apparent during’
one of the busiest stretches of the day
for pedestrian traffic around l\'xter
Lawn.
“From II a.m. to 12 p.m., no cme
stopped,” volunteer Anne Cridler
said. “We probably had four people
^ ♦»
stop.
Maya Andli^, cixFrdinator of gen
der and sexuality projirams, said mate
rials for Global AIDS Awareness Day
were funded by the Pride Alliaitce and
shipped in from Great Britain.
No food or refreshments were
available at Dexter Lawn, just volun
teers ready to facilitate discussions.
FV)th volunteers, Cridler and stKial
science senior Chanty An, sj-Kike to
people who stopped at the table.
“It’s just kind of a grass-nxits, one
person at a time hecomintj available
kind of thintj,” Cridler said.
Social sciences senior Melissa
Krause siiid she found the table infor
mative and plans to jjo to different
countries to volunteer for future
Global .AIDS Awareness l>ay events.

see AIDS, page 2

ASS promotes student activities
Scollin and Valente want to ha\e
as many people as possible involved
in Alpha Sigma Sigma, which stands
No commitment. No dties. No for A SiK'ial ScK'iety. Tlie acronym
bull. Just ASS.
came long before the name, Scollin
Members of Alpha Sif^ma Sigma said.
invite Cai Ptdy and Cuesta College
“We hope we won’t be taken less
students to join their -----------seriously because of
SLK'ial society and promise “We wanted
LHir name. It is sup
a completely non-exclu
posed tiT be funny, but
something similar
sive, non-ciMTimittal out
we want people to
let to get together and to a fraternity
laugh and take it for
meet new people.
what it is,” Valente
hut without the
Club co-founder and
du es, commitment said. “Resides, the
business junior Sean
itame l(x>ks gLX>d on
the shorts.”
Scollin began discussing and rid e s .”
the idea a few months ago Sean Scollin
Alpha Sigma Sigma
with his roommate Joe Alpha Sigma Sigma
started with 15 origi
Valente, who attends
nal ntembers and has
co-founder
Cuesta College. After
grLTwn rapidly over the
watching “Old Schcxil,”
past couple weeks.
they began tiT formulate a similar There are currently 66 members.
concept.
Valente
and
Scollin
even
“We wanted something similar to designed a Web site, www.alpha
a fraternity but without the dues, sigmasigma.net.OOOOO, where mem
commitment and rules,” Scollin said. bers can buy T-shirts and shi^rts, Kxik
“This quarter we followed up with at pictures and view' coming events.
the idea instead of just talking and Thcise interested in joining can also
sign up on the Web site.
finally gL>t things going.”

By Caitlin O'Farrell

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

“The money we make frt>m selling
the shirts gtx^s toward subsidizing
events so people won’t have to pay as
much money to participate,” Scollin
saiil. “That’s mie of the reasons dues
aren’t necessary.”
Representatives from AssiK'iated
Students Inc. said they were not
aware of Alpha Sigma Sigma and has
ncit recognized it as a campus organi
zation. One L>f the club’s future goals
is to get certified so they can have
iMT-campus activities and recruit
members on campus.
A SS’s founders sai».l they were frus
trated after one of their nximmates
joined a fraternity ith campus, and
they barely saw him anymore. They
also resented the fact that they were
not allowed M go to the events he
attended or the parties he went to.
“We clccided to start this stK'ial
scKiety after Kx>king at the big base
of people that want to get together
and l I o things but they have limita
tions,” Scollin said. “That is why we
think it is great to be completely

see ASS, page 2
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AIDS
continued from page 1

5 - Day Forecast
TODAY
high: 66° / low 44°
WEDNESDAY
high: 6 7 °/ low 42°
THURSDAY
high: 69° / low 43°
FRIDAY *
high: 66° / low 44°
SATURDAY
high: 64°/ low 45°

Sunrise/Sunset
rises: 6:53 a.m. / sets: 4:50 p.m.

Tides

low

6:04 a.m.
5:56 p.m.

5.10 feet
3.82 feet

12:29 a.m.
11:52 p.m.

1.72 feet
1.03 feet

CRAFTS
continued from page 1
hiivc this in her ottice,” Smyth
said.
For architecture freshman
Stephanie Simonds, a class
assignment has turned into a hol
iday present. She made a twotone yreen, stained ylass lamp
shade tor her mom. The project
took her five hours during two
days at the Craft Center.
Tlmse with little or no experi
ence are encourajied to set up pri
vate one-d.iy workshops with
friends to learn how to make
stained ^lass, candles, soap, marhle, timo, paper and tie dye.
Sessions typically cost $2 to $1
per persi>n.
Miire experienced students can
use the photo d.irkroom tor $2.75
an hour or the woodworking area,
yl.iss head-m.ikintj lah, the
cer.imics ,irea, the hike repair
nw)m and lampworkint; supplies
for $ 1 a day.
.^nd students wh»> want the
handm.ide-nift l»)ok without the
work can purchase f’ifts at the
holiday craft sale starting today.
T he sale will run throujjh
Thursday in the Craft C'enter.

Celine Dion
cancels
two shows
LAS VKGAS (AP) — Celine
Pion has canceled her Wednesday
,ind Thursilay shows on the Las
Vetias Strip to attend her father’s
funeral in Montreal.
.^dhemar Dion died Sunday at
his home, said Robert Stewart,
spokesman for (2aesars Palace,
where Hion’s show “A New Day,”
has played since March.
Dion performed her show
Sunday nit>ht and expects to return
for Friday’s show, Stewart said
Monday. Her normal days off are
Monday and Tuesday.
The singer has credited her
career to her father’s sacrifices. A
former butcher and security tjuard,
he spent his 80th birthday in March
with family members atop the
Palms hotel-casino in Las Ve^as.
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“1 pride myself in learnin^i about
it and spreading the word,” Krause
said.
Andlit» said she saw demonstra
tions at Cuesta College where taperecorded hells ran^ every 20 sec
onds to symKilizinji a person who
died of AIDS. At the same time,
Andli^ said she was surprised that
so tew people stopped by the table
or paid much attention to the yiant
ribbon on Dexter.
“It surisrised me a little bit ju.st
that people aren’t more naturally
curious,” Andlig said. “Again, it’s a
stigmatized disease and maybe peo
ple feel even by stopping, it’s some
how indicating that they have
.some interest.”
Cridler has been involved in
Global AIDS Awareness Day for
eight years. W hile working in
South Africa last summer, she
found a group of AIDS-stricken
people that made beads to support
themselves.
“Everybody has AIDS (there),”
Cridler said. “Tliey have no basic
medication. The government’s not
giving them medication.”
Cridler said she doesn’t feel Cal
Poly students have a grasp of how
big the AIDS epidemic is in Africa.
“1 think Americans are more
concerned about maintaining our
lifestyle and not what needs to be
done in South Africa and all of
Africa.”
Cridler said in the future she
hopes students will become more
aware.
“1 think it’s students’ responsibil
ity to realize that they live in a
global scKiety and not just a
California siKiety,” Cridler said.
“What happens in other countries
affects us tixi.”

Student's disappearance
baffles small community
By Dave Kolpack
ASSCKIATED PRESS

GRA N D FORKS — In a small
state that boasts one of the lowest
crime rates in the country. Dm
Sjodin’s disappearance is as baffling
as it is troubling.
Authorities believe the 22-yearold University of North Dakota
senior may have been abducted
while she was talking to her
boyfriend on her cell phone.
Even though they have received
more than 450 calls to a tip line
since she disappeared two Saturdays
ago, police say they have no sus
pects or anyone who has any credi
ble information.
Grand Forks, a city of about
49,000 people, is a place where peo
ple tend to know their neighbors
and where the low crime rate is
mentioned along with the cold
weather.
“You think something like that
wouldn’t happen in a town like
this,” said Andy Juris, 24, who works
at the Grand Forks airport. “It kind
of hits close to home, especially in
this town where somebody probably
knew somebody who knew her.”
W hile most University of North
Dakota students went home for
Thanksgiving, about 30 of Sjodin’s
friends stayed to search for her.
“We’re going to be up here as
long as it takes, until we find some
thing,” said Hans Tweed. “We
haven’t slept barely and haven’t
diMie anything but worry about her.”
The FBI is assisting in the search
but has referred calls for comment
to liKal authorities.
Sjodin had finished her shift at

members to feel like they have to do
anything and miss out on other
things.”
continued from page 1
Fraternity and sorority members
are welcome to join as well as com
non-exclusive.”
munity members. The group is co-ed,
Alpha Sigma Sigma members are and T-shirt-holding members are
granted admission to spe
welcome to bring friends
cial events and discounts
tt> events; however, none of
On the Net:
on purchases ot future
the planned activities have
clothing purchases.
w
w
w
.alpha
been succe.ssful thus tar.
“A SS .sounds like a
l>ay trips to the beach,
sigm asigm a.
great
initlet for those
concert trips and possibly
net
nights when going to the
regular meetings are being
bars, again, or hitting a
scheduled tor next quarter.
house
party
your friends have already
“When we say there is no com
mitment, it doesn’t mean that we thrown eight times seems Kiring,”
don’t want committed people,” industrial technology senior Connor
Valente said. “We don’t want tuir Wolfe said.
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Victoria’s Secret at the Columbia
Mall and had gone shopping at
another store in the mall.
Her boyfriend, Chris Lang, told
authorities he was talking to Sjodin
on the cell phone when the conver
sation abruptly ended. Police Lt.
Dennis Eggebraaten said Lang
reported that Sjodin said “.some
thing to the effect of ‘Oh my God,’
or ‘Oh no’ ” before the line went
dead.
T hat was about 5 p.m., said
Sjod in’s mother, Linda Walker.
Lang later got another call that was
only static and the sound of number
keys being pressed.
Sjodin’s car was found in the mall
parking lot. Eggebraaten said a pack
age she apparently bought at the mall
was inside. “There was no sign of a
.struggle that we could determine,” he
said.
The search has been centered on
Fisher, Minn., about 10 miles east of
Grand Forks, where the Saturday
night call was traced to her cell
phime. It has been widened to the
area of Crookston, Minn., about 25
miles southeast of Grand Forks,
because the cell phone signal could
have carried that tar, officials said.
Members of UND sororities and
fraternities joined hundreds of other
volunteers to help search the area
east of Grand Forks.
“The support from the other
houses has been unbelievable,” said
Erinn O ’Keefe Hakstol, adviser to
Sjodin’s sorority. Gamma Phi Beta.
“They are passing out pink and
white ribbons and putting up signs.
The fraternities have put up a list of
phone numbers for the girls to call if
they want an escort.”

SECURITY
continued from page 1
protests, with critics saying it unfairly
targeted innocent people. Hu.s.sein
Ibish, spokesman for the AmericanArab
Anti-Discrimination
Committee, said the change moves
the nation to “a much fairer and more
effective system of immigration.” But
“there’s still going to be serious resid
ual
problems
associated
with
NSEERS for those who were covered
by it related to how they relate to
their government,” he said.
The government is expected to
start a new program, known as USVISIT, Jan. 5 that will digitally pho
tograph and fingerprint millions of
people who visit the United States
each year on tourist, business and stu
dent visas. In August, the Homeland
Security Department began operating
a system to keep track of foreign stu
dents, ensuring they remain in school
and are registered at legitimate insti
tutions.
The people who were required to
register under NSEERS while in the
United States still will be required to
register each time they enter the
country and check in as they exit.

On the Net:
Department of Flomeland Security:
www.dhs.gov

National/Intemational News
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World
Roundup

ASHINGTON — The Supreme Court said Monday it will clarify
the impact of its ruling last year that juries, not a judge, mu'^t
.icudf It n convicted killer li\ cs or dies.
File hi^h court forced chun^'t-’ii in the death penaltv l.iws ot five states in
-002 because tliose states yave indues tlte final sav. But the court diii not
make clear how its rulinu should apply retroactively to inmates already on
»leath row.
Lower courts have divided over that questum, which affects more than
■00 death row inmates, and the Supreme t .ourt has aureed to clear up the
contusion.
• • •
CHICAGO — Boeing Co. chairman and chief executive Phil Condit
has resigned, the aerospace giant said Monday in a surprise
announcement lust days after two other high otificiais were tired tor an
alleged ethics brenwh im oKany defense aMUraeCs
Tlie company's hoard accepted Contltr’s resignaiuMt. oftective iinmedi'
itely, after deciding “a itew structure tor the leadership oi the c«»nvpany is
nc'eded,’’ acci'rdinu ti> a Rv'emy statement.
^.'ondlt, 62. said lie resicned to “put the distractions and contn'versies ot
the past year hehind us. ’
Qanpany spokesman John IVrn insisted tharCamdit \was not fired.
• • •
DENVER — In a decision that has national implications, the
Colorado Supreme Court threw out the state's new congressional
districts Monday savinp the k^OP'led Leyislature redrew the m;^s in violatiiMi of the state constitution.
The Cjeneral .A.ssemhlv is reciuired tc' redraw the maps only after eacli
census and before the ensuinu ueneral election. A similar court battle is
Ix'inu waued in Texas.
Under the ruling, Lkdorado’s seven congressional districts revert to
Ktundaries drawn up hy a Oenver judue last year after lawmakers tailed
to ayree.
• • •
RENO, Nev. — The Sierra Safari Zoo is rapidly running out of
money and may be forced to sell animals if additional funds to feed
them aren't raised this month, the Keno facility’s co-founder said.
“It’s a crisis every year," said Dale McDaniel, who helped start the : ih>
in 1989 and is on its board of directors.
“Every year the zoo yrows. Every year, there are more mouths to feed,
which makes it more i>f a crisis," he told the Reno Gazette-Journal.
Despite the constant mtmey trouble, the zihi never has been forced to
sell animals.
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STANBUL, Turkey — Turkey's government Monday made its
strongest statement yet about the link between last month's dead
ly bombings and al-Qaida, ^avlnl.' the suicide attackers and their associ
ates hai.1 tie^ with the terrorist cnnip.
‘Accordim: to the information we have rieht now. both those who were
involved m these terrorist attacks as suicide bombers. ,ind those who had
relations with them, seem close to al-Qaida, are linked to the .il-Qaida ter
rorist oruanization, ’ Deputy Prime .Minister Abdullatif Sener said liter <i
Cabinet meeting'.
Western and Turkish officials have said the suicide attacks on two
Istanbul synafiiigues on Niiv, 15 ,ind the British Consulate and <i Londi'iibased bank in Istanbul five days later bore similarities to attacks carried out
by Osama bin Laden’s al-Qaida ticiwork. The btimbings killed 61 people.
• • •
BRUSSELS, Belgium — The United States would like NATO eventual
ly to take over the military mission in Afghanistan, where an .\mericandominated force is still hunting» dow'n remnants of the Taliban nile that col
lapsed two years af>o, Defense Secretary lAinaid H. Rumsfeld said Sunday.
In .in interview on the e\e of a NATC') defense minister’s conference.
Rumsfeld said he liad not pn>posed such a transition from U.S. control but
that it was a yoal “we certainIv have favore».!”
• • •
VIENNA, Austria — Baffled tourists stranded at train stations.
Pilots on the picket line. Mass anti-yovernment rallies.
y')nce considered a second SwitzerlanJ for its harmonious labor relations.
.Austria in recent months has looked a lot more like Italy, its strike-ridden
southern nemhbor.
.Austria has lorn; been a prime example of the hiyh-tax, hiijh-welfare sys
tems that kept the post-World War II social peace in Europe. Now. like
many of those countries, it is trying to net into shape to head off recession
and mesh into the ¡global economy.
Strikes this year by railway workers, airline crews and teachers have
brounht a larrintj end to a lonq tradition of workers and management solvinj> disputes at the net;otiatin>i table — and not on the streets. This year has
seen nine natumwide strikes. In 1999 and 2001, there were none.
• • •
NAPLES, Italy — Foreign ministers facing a deadline in two weeks
for a final draft European Union constitution must still decide
whether it should provide for a foreign minister or mention Gtxl when the
expanded tzroupint» enters the world staye.
The 15-nation bloc expands to 25 nations next May.
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a to n r o u g e , La. — when it
comes to buying beer, some
people in their 20s look at price.
Few drinker- seem to worry ahout
health, those who sell beer arouiui
the Louisiana "tate University
campus eaivl.
^everal Partenders and -tudenis
said mi''st siudent-aueq drinkers
will ni'itnzrire rmniit'a»4cwenr 'tud\
that cLittmthe darker iji^ 'e e r, the
better it mttrRf It foiHfaytJa-'ii'f.Accqryliili:, id tiae study, l.irk
beer is j^nore beneficial than lit’hi
beer hec^use of fJavopouBìi uind in
It. biqvonoids are an tj-vixidant
coni(H fjI^ jtiiat_p ry\ ^ ^
d.irk
color in many iruits and vwetable-.

B

LO S-A N G EL€S * — Maybe
you're fighting the freshman 15
or you Just want to ttfih a few
heads^ at
Venjos^-^each.
Whatever ymiT"
probal^ty’Tir.TTlf
diet
tein and hitjh-fat dt6t.
In .April, the Journal of the
American Medical .Association
found that people lost weitJiht on the
diet because they ate fewer calories
altoyether even thou^th more of
their calories came from fat.
Rut after one year, the New
England Journal study finind the
averaiie amount ot weight loss on
the Atkins diet was small, only
about 4.5 percent after a year. By
then, four out ot 10 ot those on the
Atkins diet had dropped it, and
those still on it liained back aKuit
halt the weiuht they lost.
—
University Wire

Take Traffic School Now! Available onime 2Am.
Due Date S p e c i a l i s t s : R u s h & F e d E x A v a i l a b l e .

S 7

■M

co d .

calpolv

For more irtfo or to register log-on to:
w w w .trafficscbooi.com
or call toll-free

i

1 -8 0 0 -6 9 1 -5 0 1 4

TrafficSchoot. com *
Driving Down Your Cost of Driving.*
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I WON FIRST PRIZE!!*
In the Rav Scherr Business Plan rom pelition
Y ou can too...
fiusincss Concepts due: Novem ber 12, 2003
Husiness Flans due; January 30. 2(K>4
Final Presentations and A w ard Reception: M arch 3, 2(X)4
Attend Husiness Plan Workshops. Pi//.a and d rin ks included. Free and open to the public.

Simply purchase your favorite conditioner & get the some size,
some brand shampoo FREE. Every Tuesday is FREE SH AM PO O
DAY. Choose from the largest selection of shampoos and
conditioners in Son Lis Obispo County.

Wednesday
10/29/03. 6-9 pm
B u ild in g 12-203

1ntroduction to the C o m p « itio n
W illia m Pendergast. Professor, O rfalea C ollege o f Business
W h at S h o u ld a B u sin e ss P la n In c lu d e ?
A rt Y o u n g , General M anager, Mcathead M overs and Lecturer,
O ria le a C'ollegc of Business

Wednesday
11/12/03,6-9 pm

Protect Y o u r In te lle ctu a l Property
1om Lebens, Partner. S in sh einier, Schiebeihult & Baggett
C re a tin g a F in a n c ia l P la n
R ay John.son. President, Econom ic V ita lity Center

Build ingl2-203
Wednesday
12/3/03, 6-9 pm

W h at Do In vestors Wa nt.'
. D avid C rem m , Managing D irecto r. D J F Frontier

Leg al 1ssues of B u sin e ss Es tab lish m en t, E m ploym ent and C o n tra cts
June M d v o r , Partner, S in sh ein ier, Schiebeihult ¿k Baggett
♦ F irst P r iz e ; $4,0(M . A ll participants receive free copy o f Business Plan Pro i Premien.
B u ild in g 12-203

Orgaiii/ed bj the O rtak a Colkm' of Business and ihc t'al Poly Entrepreneurship (Tub
More info? ('onlact Professor William PentferjiusL ''56-2730 or wpenderyftfealpoly.edu
Business l*lan ('omixAition websiier .vww .criterion.ryPhpiyh|/pia^i
.1
^ a'..' -i."^ ñ'u .'
j Ti . ^
^ 5" 4 ■« ,. . ^ L . j. i"-*

B e a u ty Unhm ite
895 Higuera Street
Downtown Centre - SLO - 543-2448
Open 7 Days a Week
Good only Tuesday

Check out the NEW
Mustang Daily
distribution units!
(open w ith caution)

:
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Analysis: Crackdowns on illegal workers are rare
By Justin Pritchard
ASSOCIATED PRESS

When federal agents swept into
Wal'Marts across the country and
arrested 245 floor cleaners, they were
reviviny an increasingly rare practice.
Politics and eciTnoinics weaned the
federal government from workplace
crackdowns of illegal employees years
ago. The government has husted
steadily fewer employers and arrested
fewer illegal employees since the late
1990s, according to federal immigra
tion data.
Immigration
officials
often
attribute the marked decline in work
place enforcement to a new focus on
national security, saying that agents
who once raided restaurant kitchens
and construction sites have been reas
signed to airports and nuclear plants.
But in fact the decline began four
years before Sept. 11,2001, as the fre
netic economy drew foreign nationals
into bottom-rung jobs Americans
wouldn’t take, and as federal immi
gration policy-makers focused on
deporting criminals and fortifying the
U.S.-Mexican border.
On some cKcasions when agents
did swoop in, lawmakers howled to
protect important business co n 
stituencies.
An estimated three million new
workers entered the United States
during the economic Kxim, many of
them legally. But many of the most
backbreaking jobs went to those who
crosseil the border without papers.
.And while the law says undiKumented immigrants cannot work, a flour
ishing gray market says welcome.
An AssiKiated Press analysis of

•Shifted focus to national security issues
lessens emphasis on workplace enforcement

By law, employers must verify
workers’ legal status by checking iden
tification such as S(Kial Security cards
and driver’s licenses — documents
that are easily forged. Forgeries may be
The Wal-Mart raids, which toiik easily overlooked, and companies that
federal immigration data tracks the
place O ct. 23 and netted mosdy rely ctit subcontractors for employees
drop in workplace enforcemetit:
• The average number of complet employees of cleaning subcontractors, argue that they’re not responsible.
ed employer investigations fell from are a prominent example. Garrison
Proving an employer knew a
6,100 a year during the 1990s to Courtney, a spokesman for U .S. worker was illegal is hard, and even
and
Customs if they are found guilty, there’s little
1,900 a year over the past three years Immigration
— a 70 percent decline. The average Enforcement, also notes that agents economic incentive for bosses to
number of employers fined for having hit 15 cimvenience stores last month scrutinize documents. A one-in-aundocumented workers fell from in Northern California, arresting 31 thousand bust by immigration
foreign-born workers.
1,025 to 110.
agents might result in fines of up to
But raids on miTin-and-pop shops $10,000 per worker, but firms can
• While more than 200,000 busi
nesses are believed to employ undoc are now less common, in part because save more than that by paying an
umented workers, accordiitg to the investigators use subtler techniques undocumented work force $7 an
General Accounting Office, only 53 such as cross-referencing employer hour instead of, say, the $11 plus
employers were fined in fiscal year records with federal databases to benefits other employees might
reveal concentrations of illegal work demand.
2002.
• An average of 200 workers were ers, Courtney said.
The decline in workplace enforce
Immigration data do show that in ment reflects this reality: raids are not
arrested each week during the 1990s,
peaking with 340 workers in fiscal recent years a greater portion of crim only unpopular, they also disrupt
1997; Since fiscal year 2000, arrests inal cases are completed, and closed businesses far more than the supply of
cases are increasingly likely to end undiKumented labor.
have averaged 12 a week.
• As recently as 1998, the equiva with successful prosecutions.
“They have not had any enduring
Still, the fraction of businesses hir effect on the labor force,’’ said Wayne
lent of 344 full-time agents worked
on employer investigations; by fiscal ing undocumented workers that pay Cornelius, a University of California,
2001 that number had fallen to 124, any penalty is minute.
San Diego immigration expert.
Workplace raids are not an active
according to the G A O . While there's
joe Greene, the federal agent now
nt) separate line item in the immigra concern for the U.S. Chamber of in charge of worksite enforcement,
tion budget tor workplace enforce Commerce and national assiKiations said he grew tired of reading that a
ment, officials say they had less representing restaurants, small busi week after a raid, the same undiKUagents because funding declined over nesses and meat packers.
mented workers had returned — or
“It’s
a
wink
and
a
nod.
We
recog
the years.
others had taken their place.
Some immigration officials in nize that the work force is needed and
“The question we were asking our
Washingtim warn against concluding so we simply don’t enforce at the selves internally was, ‘What impact
that workplace raids have been all but workplace,’’ said Rep. Jeff Flake, R- are we having on the problem?’ ’’
abandoned, particularly since the Ariz. “The reality is, there are some asked Greene, ICE’s deputy assistant
Immigration and Naturalization where between eight and 12 million director for investigations.
The new priority has been to fiKus
Service was absorbed into the undiKumented workers and if you did
IX'partment of Homeland Security serious workplace enforcement that federal efforts on worker smuggling,
sweatshop exploitation and instances
this spring.
would cause serious displacement.’’

in which undocumented wiirkers dis
place U.S. workers.
The current Wal-Mart case capped
a five-year investigation and fits that
set-an-example approach.
The governmeiit is asking a federal
grand jury to find that Wal-Mart
knew the crews of mainly Eastern
European workers had invalid work
papers. Corporate officials say they
had no idea the workers were illegal
and that dcKument checking was the
subcontractor’s job.
That argument helped Tyson Fixids
beat federal charges that the poultry
giant conspired to recruit undocu
mented Hispanics to work at chicken
priKessing plants in nine states.
It can be politically hazardous to
climb the economic pyramid and go
after more established firms or
industries. Cases with impact neces
sarily strike at major companies,
which have influence, and in sever
al high-profile cases congressional
pressure helped employers derail
enforcement.
In 1999, immigration officials
targeted Nebraska meatpacking
plants in O peration Vanguard,
which was meant to be an example
to other employers. Immigration
agents had checked thousands of
employment forms and identified
hundreds of workers they thought
might be illegal.
T he resulting worksite enforce
ment was more notable for the eco
nomic disruption it caused than the
arrests. Nebraska’s political leaders
exhorted the government to back off,
complaining that pnxluction had fall
en sharply as the plants’ workers
melted away.
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Cartoon Network’s nightly Adult Swim
gives big kids the chance to play
. By Graham Womack

O

ne tif the mi>re unconventiimal
shows on one of the more uncon
ventional network lineups on
television certainly dtiesn’t feature conventunial writers.
“Aqua Teen Hun|»er Force” writers
Matt Maiellaro and David Willis each hail
from the South, watch little television and
Uif’ether craft a 15-minute, animated show
that features an anthroptimorphic talking
milkshake, a K»x t)f French fries and a wad
of meat.
It’s a yrowinii hit, just like many of the
shows i>n Cartcx)ii Network’s Adult Swim
lineup, broadcast Sunday through
Tliursday between 11 p.m. and 2 a.m.

from Fox. The shows diverge from the
usual Cartcx)n Network fare featuring
darker, edgier humor on these shows
aimed at male viewers aged 18 to 24.
“Aqua Teen Hunger Force,” is a case of
Maiellaro and Willis not wanting to write
a typical show. Their characters spout ran
dom lines. Story settings change between
the inner city and the mrxm within single
epistxles. Endings never wrap up story
lines either.
“Wc didn’t want to kill t>ff any of our
villains,” Maiellaro siiid. ”... Plus, 1 think
it’s axd not to have any resolution.”
Before Atlult Swim, only “Space
Ghost,” which Maiellaro and Willis wrote
tor, existed. Tlie writers stumhkxl onto the

' T s A GOOD LA It MGHT7HWG -M AKES FOR GOOD CULT TV.'

“.^qua Teen Hunger Force” and anoth
er ot the Adult Swim mainstays, “Space
Ghost Q)ast to Q)ast,” had DVD episixle
collections released Nov. 18. Ratings have
soartxl in the last year, with each show’s
audience 75 percent larger than la.st year.
D in ’t tell Maiellaro or Willis that their
show has hit it big, though.
“We hope it becomes a cult hit,”
Maiellaro said in a
phone
inter
view Friday.
Adult
S w i m
launched in
S e p te m b e r
2001. Some
p ro g ram s,
like “Aqua
Teen” and
S p a c e
Ghost,” are
created
at
the
net
work’s stu
dios
in
Atlanta.
O t h e r
e n t r i e s
“Family Guy”
and “Futurama”
are
syndicated

idea for “Aqua Teen” in 1999 after pitch
ing an episode ot Space Ghost that
exceeded that show’s weirdness quota.
The epistxle’s premise was that Space
Ghost goes to [Disney World and visits a
hamburger stand manned by Willie
Nelson. When Space Ghost buys 200
hamburgers and refuses to pay, Nelsim
calls in a force consisting i>f the milkshake,
fries and meat.
The pitch Kimhed, hut Willis and
Maiellaro were intrigued, liking the char
acters in their t)wn right. With other
Adult Swim shows in development at that
pt>int, the writers named their characters
Master Shake, FryUx:k and Meatwad and
drew a htxjse for them to share in New
Jersey.
Maiellaro and Willis then set aKxjt
casting their show. The characters evolved
somewhat. Willis lends his voice to
Meatwad, who became a dim-witted
youngster. Willis had to stop doing the
voice of FryliKk after the character
changed from a l\mgeons and IVagons
geek into a tc*ch-savvy, street-wise black
man.
Tlie cn>wn jewel of the casting process
came with creating Ma.ster Shake, a Kimhastic, selfish oaf. Willis and Maiellaro
held 12 fruitless auditions before a friend
in New York recommended an actor he

knew. The man called J ^
and blew the writers
away by talking in his
normal voice.
“He’s kind of like a
70-year-old
man
trapped in a 28-year-old’s
Kxly,” Willis said.
Over the two years that the show has
been around, plots have taken the charac
ters through various scenes of turmoil:
Meatwad has landed in jail at the hands of
mtxin invaders, Shake has been charged
with crimes against the environment by
the Environmental Protection Agency
and FryKx:k has created a sujx*r computer.
The show has also caught i>n with view
ers, sticking out among other shows on
Adult Swim.
“Generally, 1 like ‘Aqua Teen’ the most
...” said Chris C'unningham, a psychology
and international relations junior at the
University of Southern ('alifomia. “Its
randomness is great.”
Not everyone likes the show’s sense of
humor.
“It’s just retardcxl,” Cal Poly electrical
engineering junior jastm Kotzin said. “...
The humor in it, 1don’t like and each time
1 watch it 1 feel like I get a little dumber.
Something that is written on the lines of ,
a>medy and doesn’t make ytxi laugh out
liHid, hut rather do a sarcastic ‘ha ha ha’ |
every five minutes, shcxildn’t he allowed ,
on TV. But everyone has a different sense 1
of humor.”
i
Still, Cunningham praised “Aqua
Teen,” especially compared to the fare
seen on other shows, like “Space Ghost.” ^
“Sometimes it gets tixi random,”
Cunningham said. “(‘Aqua Teen’) is a
gtxxl mix.”
Maiellaro said he heard Fox may start
running t>riginal episixles of “Family Guy”
again, hut for now, it sounds like “Aqua
Teen Hunger Force” and the rest of Adult
Swim will stay on Cartixm Network.
“It’d he fun if there was an entire net
work,” Maiellaro said.
C'unningham Kxiks at it differently,
though.
“1 think it’s OK as is,” Cunningham
said. “It’s a gtxxl late night thing ... makes
for gixxl cult TV.”
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BAH HUMBUG

'Bad Santa' brings holiday gloom, tired jokes
•Thornton is only
saving grace to non
kid-friendly film
By Caitlin O'Farreli
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

“Bad Santa” — aptly named, it
seems — wasn’t the typical heart
warming Christmas tale that seems
to materialize every holiday season.
Sex, had language and violence are
not often a part of the holiday sea
son, hut in this movie they run ram
pant.
For those of you who don’t mind
vulgarity and are still reading, the
premise follows two crooks, Willie T.
Stokes (Billy Boh Thornton) and his
manager (Tony C ox), who spend
every Christmas season setting up
heists to roh big name department
stores after the shopping rush. Stokes
poses as Santa, and the primary rea
son the pair get the good jobs at high
end stores is because Marcus, Santa’s
manager, is a little person and fits
perfectly as the head elf at the work
shop.
Although not everyone is taken
with the holiday spirit, this movie
does a lot to support those hah hum-

hugger’s out there. Stokes and
Marcus end up taking advantage of a
child and his senile grandmother
(Cloris Leachman), staying with the
makeshift family for the days leading
up to Christmas.
Stokes does come up with a pea
sized portion of redemption toward
the close of the movie, hut don’t
worry — it isn’t nearly enough to
give you warm fuzzies.
Stokes is an alcoholic and has
some obvious womanizing issues. He
finds his match in love interest Sue
(Lauren Graham), who has a Santa
fetish — enough said. The sex scenes
in the film were a little much, espe
cially watching Santa have sex with
a larger lady in a public restroom at
the mall.
While the role is vulgar, Thornton
does a better job than his last perfor
mance in “Bandits,” since that was
hard to top. He is the only thing that
saves this movie from being a boring
Home Alone spin off.
The sh(Kk value eventually wears
off, hut his approach never misses.
Bernie Mac and John Ritter have
small parts that deliver little tximph,
further showing that no one in this
movie really poses a challenge to
Thornton’s character. T he talent

these two men,
as
well
as
Leachman,
IW'i.f
possess could
have been put
to much better
use.
Director
Terry Zwigoff
M:
.#1
follows
up
Ghost World
with a decent
job on
Bad
Santa, especial
ly with a script
'■
’'Á i
that could use
some humor. 1
must
ask
if
writers
John
Requa
and
Glenn Ficarra
read over the
script
before
completing it,
COURTESY PHOTO
or if they meant Billy Bob Thornton works his Christmas mayhem in "Bad Santa," a film that thrives off
to employ the of sex scenes and foul language.
same old jokes
again. This may have been an great movies out right now and holi Story,” it plays about eight times a
attempt at humor, hut for me it got day movies don’t always measure up, day on TBS.
hut if you are into the Christmas spir
The one redeeming factor: it never
old real fast.
If you are Uniking for some crude it, there are better flicks out there gets old seeing a guy have sex in a
holiday humor than this is a safe, if that you don’t have to pay about Santa suit. Like 1 said, not one for
repetitive, bet. There are a several seven bucks to see. Try “A Christmas the children.
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Gay marriage It's tim e to plan for the future
is a matter of A
civil rights
eople are scared of things that aren’t exact replicas of
themselves.

P

The Irish found this out when immigrating to
America, as did the Chinese, Japanese, Italian and count
less other nationalities. The Africans were forced into slav
ery because they were seen as different. American history is
filled with instances of intolerance and cruelty to those per
ceived as strange. Each generation has had their fight with
inequality, in the end always establishing civil rights. The
current generation is faced with its battle: whether the
nation for the
decide
issue of gay
marriage.
There is an
impi)rtant dis
tinction
to
rec ogn i: e
when dealing
with gay mar
riage, and religion consis
tently makes this area foggy. Legalizing gay marriage does
nt>t force any church in this nation to recognize it. None at
all. There will not he two young men kissing in front of a
Baptist coitgregation, nor will two Islamic lesbians he hold
ing hands, reciting vows in the Mos(,|ue.
Churches are private organizations, thus they have the
right and the privilege to exclude whomever they clnnise.
There were times when churches wouldn’t hold black wed
dings and “jumping the broom" was the only i>ption for
blacks in love. Homosexuals dim’t have a tradition like the
brixmi, but siKiety is advanced enough in civil rights that
legally there should be options for marriage other than a
church that dt>esn’t want them.
This is the crux of the debate. Gay marriage is strictly a
civil rights i.ssue. .Arguments made against gay marriage
stray fn>m civil rights and usually wander into a religious
realm. The argument that the institution c»f marriage may
be ruined holds no water. Gay marriage need never enter
the dcHirs of the church. It’s simply an option that each
church will have the right to clunise to accept or not,
rather than being ti>ld what to believe.
One congregation may accept gay marriage; another may
chixise to keep their definition of marriage strictly between
.1 man and a wtiman. That is fundamentally their right to
do so as private organizations. However, granting every cit
izen equal civil rights in the general public is a mandatory
obligatum Americans have. In any public institutiim that
.America creates, Americans are equal. Churches don’t
have to recognize that idea. America as a natitm does.
Tliereby, gay marriage needs to be l(H>ked at strictly with
the perspective of civil rights, equality and what that
means tixJay. With the churches safe from having to let the
gay ctmples in, the only other problem is whether or not
Americans supp<Mt equal rights. Does America still cling to
the idea of “separate but equal T’ Heten>sexuals have the
right to get married in courts and in churches, htimosexuals cannot do either. There’s discrepancy in that.
Churches can support only heterosexual couples until
meteors, the gods or Bush kills us all. However, with equal
as an ideal, courts shtmld he able to ensure civil rights to
any American citizen, including the right for homosexual
couples to be married in the eyes of the American govern
ment.

Barry Hayes is a political science senior and Mustang Daily
columnist.

s the average human lifespan has increased about 25
years in the last century, some new problems have
emerged. W ith the rapidly increasing number of older
people, whose responsibility is it to take care of the elderly?
Some argue that it is the responsibility of the family, while
others say it is a job for the government. Certainly the bestcase scenario is that loving family members will take in their
elderly relatives and make sure that they are being properly
cared for, but this is more the exception than the rule.
Even the most well-intentioned children often do not
spend time or energy caring for their elderly parents because
they simply have too many things
their lives. So if the
care of the elderly is left up to the
family, then what are elderly pet)ple with families who struggle financially or those with no
families at all to do?
W hile it is a moral obligation for adult children to take care
church
will
of their elderly parents, it cannot he a legal obligation. Many
families are estranged, and it is not fair to expect a grown
child to support their parent if the child was abused or
neglected. It is often a struggle for even loving, well-off fami
lies to take care of an elderly family member.
Diseases prevalent in the elderly, such as Alzheimer’s, are
difficult for family to deal with and to watch progress in their
loved one. They also require large amounts of time and
money.
Many people count im government support after retire
ment, but this may not last for long. Social Security is not
enough to live on alone, and the future of the program is

Social
Security
and
Medicare reform is passed,
Americans need to plan for
the future for themselves.

well-inten-

,

i i .i i

r

i

often do not
Spend time or energy caring
The answer, then, is per- for their elderly parents

sonal resp,ms,bilitv. Just as it
IS the responsibility of the
individual to clothe, house

, .

many things going on m
and feed him or herself, it is their lives.
also his or her responsibility _____________________________
to plan for the future. There will always he people in society
who are unable to care for themselves, hut Americans should
be encouraged plan ahead for themselves.
Our society is eager to blame others for our own problems.
We need to be able to look at the situation realistically and
plan accordingly. Our generation has paid into social security
and likely will for some time, but we are being told that by the
time we are ready to retire there will be nothing left for us.
W hether or not this is fair, it is something that should be
planned for. This is hard for our culture; it may mean less
“tiiys" tir luxuries now so that we can have security when we
are old. Americans must be willing to give up things today for
security in the future.

Amy Hessick is a journalism senior and mustang daily staff
writer.

Letters to the editor
'Voices' columns are inaccurate

and sick. T he large and healthy animals that are used to keep
its species strt)ng are usually the ones killed by hunters to
bring lnune as a trophy. Hunting helps in contributing the
Editor,
The past few “Voices" columns have forced me tt) com  ideal situijtitui for overpopulatii>n. After the hunting seasim
ment. Apparently, we women all share the troubles of the ends, an ¡tbrupt drop in the population size results in less competitii>n and in the end a higher birth rate. So the statement
“diva thong" and being typecast as “bitches."
“‘Bitches’ breaking barricades.’’’ (Nov. 19) was a “modern that hunting helps to maintain population is false. 1 do not
girl-who-cried w olf’ story. 1 don’t believe there is a mutual understand how people use hunting as a way of bonding,
understanding that Hilkiry C linton is a bitch. Nor do 1 when a creature’s life is used at that expense.
“The greatness of a nation and its moral prtigress can be
believe that all women in power are presumed bitchy by the
judged by the way its animals are treated.” — Ghandi
male population.
T he men on this campus have been taking some heat
recently. They’ve all been deemed sexual predators, and now
“people” ( I ’m sure the author meant male) who “test women,
push them down, and break them .”
just for the record, not all women fear falling out of their
clothes; my sweats have some give. And not all women
believe they have to become an “ice queen" to be assertive ...
except for scKcer moms. But they’re another story.

Jessica Vantine is an electrical engineering senior.

Hunting doesn't respect wildlife

I have heard nothing more ridiculous than a hunter saying,
“I’ve learned to respect wildlife.” M. Reese Senn interviews
Cal Poly student Ben Potter about hunting in her article “The
way o f the gun” (Nov. 20). Killing an animal does not corre
late to respecting it. Hunting may have been a way of life
100,000 years ago, but it is a violent form of recreation that is
unnecessary for the majority of hunters. I say the majority of
hunters, because there are cultures that cannot live off of only
the plant based resources and must resort to animals to sur
vive. In this day and age, meat, leather and fur are not a nec
essary part of survival for the majority of us. Hunting does
more harm to nature’s ecosystem than hunters may think.
Natural predators keep species strong by killing the weak
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highly uncertain. If Americans could count on governmental
aid to the elderly it would help, hut the reality is that this
assistance may or may not he available to future generations
when it is needed. U n til --------- ------------------------------------
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Strikers don't fathom the holiday spirit
t’s not about whether 1 support their cause, and it’s not
about compassion. It’s about being realistic during the
holiday season.
As Thanksgiving passes and the behemoth consumer spree
called Christmas approaches, shoppers in San Luis Ohispo
are likely to encounter labor protesters outside of their local
Vons supermarket.
What exactly this entails is unclear, and how each person
reacts to these protests probably depends more on what mood
they’re in that day than how much they understand the
demands of these ostensibly unappreciative laborers.
Call me Grinch, but 1 don’t want to listen to it anymore.
I don’t sympathize with the plight of seemingly privileged
laborers, nor do 1 care to delve into the details of their irra
tional complaints. They hore me and have little affect on my
life as a college student mcndng
^
into the working world.
W hat labor protesters don’t
realize is that they’re extremely
lucky to have a union in the first place. There are thousands
of other jobs out there where laborers toil to finish a product
or stamp the next pair of Nike Air Jordans. They don’t have
the option of invading other people’s .space with their com
plaints.
In fact, 1 would venture to say that many of the same peo
ple who work for these low wages and expose themselves to
corporate corruption don’t have the time or resources to even
consider such an endeavor.
It’s extremely bothersome, if not downright annoying, to
observe well-off employees inhabiting the richest country in
the world who don’t realize just how lucky they are to have a
job with benefits. If my past employment taught me any
thing, it’s not to bite the hand that feeds you.
W ho says the strikers have anything to complain about?
Since when did bagging grcKeries necessarily require health
care benefits?
Let’s get one thing straight. There are clearly jobs out

I

there where people don’t even have the option of protesting.
And as the holiday season manifests itself in this seemingly
un-united country, many people will come to grips with the
fact that there isn’t any
money left for that North I doTfl t sytnpathizc <with
Face fleece your spouse was the plight o f seemingly
looking forward to.
privileged laborers, nor do
Looks like you 11 have to
i i
.
i
wait until next paycheck. ^
'^^0 the
Well, that is, if you’re mak- details o f their irrational
ing minimum wage at say, complaints.
the local car wash, where
protests over benefits would
n’t even be considered by the hard-working employees who
brake their backs so your Dayton rims sparkle. But those peo
ple don’t have the privilege of protesting. They, like many
others who wish they had more money this holiday season,
will have to wait until they find that job at Vons so they can
make $2 more an hour and hide under the union cloak.
The holiday season surely conjures feelings of appreciation
and the need to give to others. W hat the protesters can give
me is some peace of mind that 1 can go into my local super
market to pick up a bottle of maple syrup without having to
stuff wax plugs into my ears to deafen the yelping calls that
have no meaning to me.
A message to the protesters: quit complaining like a bunch
of unappreciative spoiled children, because spoiled you are.
It’s yet another subtle reminder of just how sidetracked
Americans can get from the true meaning of giving and
appreciating others while basking in their own wants and
demands.
Snap out of it, please. Wake up and realize just how lucky
you are to even be here in the first place.

Josh Petray is a Journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff
writer who might be getting lumps of coal in his stocking
this year.

More letters to the editor
Victims deserve a respectful display
Editor,
This letter is in response to the picture of Laci Peterson
on campus.
Feeling shaken and guilty, I always U)ok away. At first 1
asked why; after all, the students are making a statement
about violence against women and, even if offensive, why
be upset? It’s a question of art.
Art, at a minimum, has some sort of siKially redeeming
value. T he Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial Wall is full of
names written in neat columns. There is a sense tT wonder
as well as grief. Solemnity and sorrow.
Near the Legiiin of Ho'^or Art Mu.seum in San Francisco
is a memorial in honor of those who died in the HoltKaust.
Standing behind a barbed wire fence, with a white post on
each end, a stark w'hite figure is pushing one wire down with
his delicate finger. His eyes are pupil-less, and behind him
is a small stack of skinny bodies in rags. His own clothes
hang from him. T he statues are alive and lifeless, an eidet
ic image of death.
1 would not expect an artist to be able to put such a dis
play in by the University Union in a day or so. Rut I would
expect that the artist be able to provoke in me feelings of
awe, grief, solemnity and sorrow. Most displays I see arc sar
castic, some are angry, but I have yet to see one that speaks
without yelling.
Maybe nothing can do those women justice, but stimeone
should pay them respect.

Mollie Small is a physics student.

Letter writer misinformed about fructose
Editor,
1 am writing this letter to correct some misinformation
that was contained in a letter, “Processed foods have harm
ful effects” (Nov. 19).
T he author slated, “Scientists are just now learning that
our liver won’t absorb fructose and therefore wim’t recog
nize that we’ve eaten." First of all, the liver does not abstirb
nutrients, that is the function of the stomach, small intes
tine and large intestine. Fructose is found naturally in fruits,
honey and is one of the monosaccharides in sucrose. When
fructose is absorbed in the small intestine, it travels to the
liver via the portal vein and in the liver fructose is enzy
matically converted to glucose, lipid or to lactate.
If students are concerned aKnit nutrition and want fur

ther information we have a course in nutrition (FSN 210)
and we have a group of Peer Health Nutrition Educators
who can meet with students individually and do workshops
on campus for various student groups.

Susan S. Swadener is a lecturer in the food science and
nutrition department.

Ethics policy is needed in ad department
Editor,
I have noticed this quarter the Mustang Daily is taking
on the format of a real newspaper with new graphics, ads
and distribution units. 1 realize that ads are very important
for the financial health of the newspaper and that it is also
impt>rtant in giving students hands on work experience in
the area of selling ad space, which is vital in the daily oper
ations t)f a newspaper. It appears that you have five staff
members who hold positions in that area, which co n 
tributed tt) an increase in the amount of ad space featured
in each issue.
I think you have cro.ssed an ethical line by accepting half
page ads for cigarettes that offer discount coupons. Your ads
arc targeting the most vulnerable age group of smokers who
have no idea about the potential lifelong addiction they are
setting themselves up for. 1 say this as a person who had a
cigarette addition for more than thirty years, and for most
of those years 1 wished that I had never started.
I have watched a dear friend smoke herself to death
because of her inability to face up to her addiction by delud
ing herself that she chose to smoke. The first part of over
coming an addiction is by first recognizing that you have
one and then formulating a plan as to how you are going to
overcome it.
1 decided to overcome my cigarette addiction when the
price hit $2 per pack and with the help of nicotine substi
tutes, which helped in weaning myself off the disgusting
habit.
It would be a service to your readers if your staff would
formulate some .sort of ad policy that sets limits to the types
of ads they will accept, and not allow ads that entice your
audience to purchase products that arc hazardous to their
health.
I think your first responsibility is to your student readers
and not your financial profitability.

Victor Kowalenko is an environmental horticultural sci
ence student.
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Celebrity
race divisions
are unequal
A

ccording to Jermaine Jackson, Michael Jackson’s older
brother, he is experiencing a “modern day lynching”.
Many have questioned his remarks on debatable shows,
such as “The O ’Reilly Factor” and CNN. Kobe Bryant, Mike
Tyson and O.J. Simpson are other cases that divided decisions
among the races. According to a USA Today poll, blacks were
66 percent more likely to support Kobe, while whites were equal
ly split.
Why are African-Americans more likely to stand heside
accused black celebrities? When African-American celebrities
are accused of any crime, be it rape, mole.station or murder,
blacks are more likely to take it personally because of the oftenconfiised justice system.
Many blacks have had experience with the viciously imbal
anced justice system within their own personal lives, be it
through family, friends or the connection of wrongfully convicted criminals in the media. In turn,
when black celebrities are shown
media while being accu.sed
of crimes, we are more likely to question the justice system
rather than the celebrity being interrogated for their crimes.
Taking a kx)k outside celebrity cases and into the lives of am victed murderers on death row in Illinois, Gov. George Ryan
released 156 inmates because of the countless number of loop
holes in various cases.
Anthony Porter served 17 years of his life behind bars and w’as
on death row until a group of students from Northwestern inves
tigated the crime, and he was later released along with three
other convicted murderers.
According to BBC World News, “He had halted executions
three years ago, after courts found that 13 death row inmates had
been wrongly convicted since Illinois resumed capital punish
ment in 1977.”
Sequentially, the division of the races on their opinions of
convicted high-profile blacks is not solely based on the outward
appearance, but rather on the personal experiences that have
left bitter tastes about the legal system.
The “modem day lynching” that Jermaine Jackstm accused
the media of having may have people saying that he is taking
things slightly u w far.
Michael Jack.son has had previous instances in child mtilestation accusations in 1993, but his mistake was when he
announced to the media in a well-publicized interview that he
slept with children in his persi>nal bedroom.
This was undeniably playing with fire. And while being such
a well-known celebrity with a considerable amount tif money, he
was making himself available for harsh criticism and future law
suits. St>me have called this a con.spiracy against his album
release date, which was the same day the Los Angeles ptdice
raided his Neverland Ranch.
To totally disregard race and siKioeconomic class in the legal
system would be blindly ignorant. 1 w»nild K' ecstatic if O.J.
Simpson’s murder trial and Rush Limbaugh’s drug allegations
would be handled the same as a crack head off of the streets of
Chicago.
Legal injustice has left a staple in the minds of blacks who
view this in the media and who have experienced it personally.
The court system seemingly dtK's not run on the justice of com
mon humanity, but rather by the mighty dollar that most com
mon convicted criminals lack.

Tifair Gillepse is a writer for the Daily Egyptian at Southern
Illinois University.
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Save
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on all Cal Poly gift merchandise

including: sweatshirts, tees, glassw are,
license plate frames, jackets, polos
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all Holiday gift merchandise,
figurines, ornaments, gift w rap, boxed cards,
plates & mugs, stuffed anim als, and toys

Save

30 %

on oil regular priced general books
holiday books, cook books, fiction, travel, journals,
childrens, gift books and more
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Boston building a
better baseball future
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Crossword

ACROSS
1 Tea, to Brils
5 Slow

10 Sound on
cobblestone
streets
14 Slender
instrument
15 Like some
numerals

34 Like the farmer
MacDonald

Edited by Will Shortz

67 Siaiomed

53 Author Kingsley
35 Composer Satie 99 Bygone

’

autocrat
37 Sofa
38 Richard___
70 Waits on
39 Parting south of 71 Subway, to Brits
the border

i7

41 Night watcher
42 Dodo has two

45 Those, to
Robert Burns
16 Shot in the arm,
maybe
47 Actress Peeples
17 Lawyers, to Brits 48 Tougher, as a
parent
19 Eram ,___, erat
50 Doctor's office.
to Brits
wrote T he
Quiet American' 52 Tree with
catkins
21 Got a whiff of,
54 Gift to a diva
old-style
55 Thin and light
22 Drug-yielding
shrub
58 Foul-up

20 Graham who

25 Guardian spirits

61 Gardener’s soil

27 Bandage, to
Brits

62 Garters, to Brits
66 Pulitzer winner
Quindlen

30 Hip roof
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
p A C T
J 0 B S
E C 0 L
A B E T
C H 1 C A
C 0 L A
K E L Y
ë E
M E T E
A P 1 A
N 1 T E
R E N T
M0 R N
T E S T
1 N E 0
S S E S

s|

DOWN
1 Firms: Abbr.
2 Home of “The
Sopranos"
3 Earthlink
competitor
4 Is a monarch
5 Mold-ripened
cheese
® Uncreative
education
method
___friends
^
N.B.A.'s AbdulJabbar
9 Lt.’s subordinate
10 Druggist, to
Brits
11 Apollo's
plaything?
Iridescent gem
Mail delivery, to
Brits
Jalopy
Trig ratio
Fruits of victory
Mama Cass
Literature
Nobelist
Gordimer
26 Princeton’s
historic___Hall
Rubbed out
Free (of)
Makes up (for)

Mustang
DAILY

BO STO N
(A D
—
Theo
Epstein did an outstanding job
building Boston’s offense in his first
year as general manager. Nt)w he's
focusing on pitching, and the
acquisition of Curt Schilling is
only the beginning.
Schilling fills the Red Sox's
need for a top starter who remains
strong as the innings go by. The
next target: a quality closer, with
free agent Keith Foulke at the top
of the list.
“This offseason has its own chal
lenges,” Epstein said. “And we've
only started to address them.”
After being named general man
ager on Nov. 25, 2002, Epstein
added Bill Mueller, David Ortiz,
Kevin Millar and Todd Walker to a
lineup that already had Nomar
Garciaparra and Manny Ramirez.
Mueller led the American League
in hatting, and Boston set a major
league record with a .491 slugging
percentage.
But the Red Sox's 4-48 ERA was
just eighth in the league, and only
three of the 14 AL teams had fewer
than their 36 saves. The pitcher
responsible for 16 of them, ByungHyun Kim, appears headed for the
starting rotation.
Foulke's AL-high 43 saves were
more than the entire Red Sox team
had, hut he may decide to remain
with Oakland. He visited Boston
last week and attended a B(>ston
Celtics game last Monday nighr
with Ep.stein.
As a backup plan, the Red Sox
could pursue lefty Eddie Guardado,
a free agent who had 41 saves with
Minnesota last season. His agent,
Kevin Kohler, .said Saturday he
spoke with a Red Sox official sev
eral weeks ago and Boston is
among the teams Guardado hopes
to hear from.

No. 1021
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11 U' 1J

120

37
36

■41

40

FT

4?

64

|r>2

56 96 5^
él
66

ET

t'9
P u m Iq by Jo h n Underwood

57 Turner known as
the Sweater Girl
59
Kind of page
49 Chastise
33 Holds up
60 Berths
36 Uniform, to Brits 51 Proficient in
62 It doesn’t fly
53 Violin bow
anymore
40 Surprised gasps
application
63 It doesn’t fly
43 Elementary
55 Apartment, to
64 Tease
textbook, to Brits
Brits
65 Indianapolis-to44 Just
56 They’re charged
Atlanta dir.
32 Update the
alarm system

46___the side of
caution

For answers, call 1-900-285 5656. $1.20 a minute; or. with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34,95 a year).
Crosswords for young solvers: The Learning Network,
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

C l a s s i f i e d A dvertising
It's lor selling, it's lor clubs
It's for anything
Classifieds are killer!
---------------------------- Call 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3 -----------------------------

“i can't see why anybody would
n't want to he a Red Sox player”
after the Schilling trade was com
pleted, Kohler said.
The trade with the Arizona
Diamondbacks was agreed upon
Monday, hut Schilling had to
waive his no-trade clause. He did
that Friday night after Boston
agreed to a two-year contract
extension through 2006 with an
option for 2007.
In an e-mail to reporters Sunday
night, Red Sox owner John Henry
praised Schilling's conduct during
negotiations and the pitcher's
charity work.
“There almost certainly is
another franchi.se that would have
paid him more money, hut this was
about his career,” Henry said,
adding that Schilling had found a
team whose organizational philoso
phy was close to his own.
“It was Curt's goal that his deal
not adversely impact the competi
tiveness of the franchise,” Henry
said. “We had the same goal.”
Boston's next major move is
expected soon with the appoint
ment of a manager to succeed
Grady Little, who was dismissed
after
two
seasons.
Former
Philadelphia
manager
Terry
Francona is considered the front
runner and was strongly endorsed
by Schilling.
The next manager will have per
haps the best starting rotation in
baseball
_
Pedro
Martinez,
Schilling, Derek Lowe, Tim
Wakefield and, perhaps, Kim. He
also could have last season’s best
closer and best hitting team in the
AL.
None of that guarantees that the
Red Sox will snap the New York
Yankees’ streak of six AL East
titles.

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Announcements
Space available GE Area C4
Winter Quarter 2004
Humanities 310 TR 7-9am
Prof. Barbara Mori, Dept, of
Social Science an introduction to
the underlying values of Chinese
society with emphasis on literature,
art, philosophy, and religion.
Essential for anyone with an
interest in Pacific Rim.
Picturesque, Inc. invites you to
check out their floating picture
frame at the IT Trade Show
Bldg. 21, rm 135, Wed. 3-6

I

Help W a n te d
Sacramento-based
environmental nonprofit seeks
Central Coast-based organizer for
coastal, marine, and watershed
protection program. Background in
community organizing and/or
watershed processes a plus.
Spanish speakers preferred,
candidates from diverse
backgrounds encouraged to
apply. PCLF is an equal
opportunity employer.
Cover letter and resume to
PCLF, 926 J St., Suite 612,
Sacramento, CA 95814. No
phone calls.

Help W anted
Make Money
taking Online Surveys
Earn $10-$125 for Sun/eys
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups
Visit
www.cash4students.com/cpsu

Book Exchange
I have a textbook for Business
200 for sale.
Please call Christ! at 455-5555

R o o m s F or Rent
Train to be Behavior Therapist.
All training provided to work with
a child with autism. Educational
and behavioral program 25 hrs/wk.
Weekends req., internship poss.
Piano talent highly desired.
878-2021

Attention!!!
Cal Poly students
Winter Break Work
Customer service/sales.
$18.00 Base-Appt.
Vector has a special 1-5 week
work program, flexible hours, all
ages 18-*-, conditions apply.
Great resume experience.
Training provided.
For openings all over Southern
California, apply online
www.workforstudents.com

I

Culture
Interested in teaching Foreign
Language and Culture to elem.
school students? Check us out!

Thurs. 8pm Bldg. 3*206 or
em ailusCalPolyCulture@
hotmail.com

H o m e s F or Sale
Condo 2 bedroom single level
one and one-half bath, gated
pool. Only 12 condos in complex.
Call agent Shauna Novy
805-528-5789 Bayshore Realty
for details

SLO Madonna/OceanaireHighly desirable area
$349,000 asking price

5 Bedroom, 1 Bath, n/p
big backyard
Great house, good location,
close to school. Possibly four
rooms open. $475 -i- utilities.
Call or email for more info.
441-0985 (Brooke),
brooklyn_1044 @hotmail.com

H o m e s F o r Sale
Growing Co. in Goleta looking for
Technical Account Manager.
If you like technology & want a
career in sales, this is the job for
you! Training available for
motivated grads! Benefits, 401K,
stock opts., profit share.
Email: careers@govplace.com

I

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
Steve @slohomes.com

Lost and F o u n d
Lost: Cell phone, older Sony
with name Karen Brown. Please
call 805-594-1327, reward!

Lose something?
Find something?
Lost and Found ads are free so
call Christ! at 756-1143
and place an ad!

G ET YOUR CLA SSIFIED
AD IN NOW!!
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From junior college to playing for Jr.
life on-track. Gray was a young boy
junior
college
in West Oakland. His hometown
scene hy storm.
streets saw the rise of Tupac Shakur
He averaged 15
Kaineron Gray pays tribute every and the fall of founding Black
points,
6.1
game.
Panther Huey Newton were
assists
and
Whenever he’s at the tree-throw filled with temptation and
2.7 steals
line, the sophomore point guard on danger.
th r o u g h
the Cal Poly men’s haskethall team
“1 have a lot of friends
the ‘01pauses before shooting. Standing who are into the criminal
02 season
behind the charity stripe, he takes life,” Gray said.
to lead the
his right wrist, an “L" tattooed on
school to a
His parents, Orlando Gray
it, and his left wrist, a “K” embla- and Evelyn Calloway, divorced
31-7 record
2<med on it, and ruhs both wrists when Gray was seven but helped
and
the
together. Afterward he kisses each protect him.
quarterfinals
wrist.
His early years revolved around
of the state
The “L” stands for love and the sports, not gangs. T he nephew
tournament.
“K” for Kameron, a tribute to Gray’s through marriage of former St.
A fter the
2-year-old son Kameron Jr., who Louis Cardinal right fielder Wdhe
season. Gray
lives in Oakland with Gray’s former M cG ee, Gray played football,
also played in
girlfriend Danielle Ducksworth. baseball and basketball.
a summer show
Gray relishes every visit with his
case and became
“He was outstanding in all
son.
the
No.
1three,” Orlando Gray said.
“T h at’s when I’m at my happi
ranked junior
Gray quit football in high
est,” he said.
school. Gray also dropped
college point
Gray’s dream of playing profes baseball while at San Lorenzo
guard
in
sional basketball are about more High, to the disappointment
California.
than personal glory or fame. It’s of his father, who played
Gray redabout providing for the toddler who second
base
at
San
shirted
the
bears his name. Gray said he wants Francisco State. Gray had
next
year
to make a “pathway” for his name played shortstop, wearing
before trans
sake, “So he can make it better his father’s old number
ferring.
He
than I had it.”
10, but lost his passion.
had
offers
Gray’s on his way to achieving
from Fresno
“It wasn’t fun to me
his desire. In his first season at Cal anymore,” Gray said.
State
and
Poly, Gray is averaging a team-lead “...T h ere wasn’t enough
other
Rig
ing 37 minutes per game, has the action, movements.”
W e s t
second-most assists on the team
He .settled on basket
schools,
with 3.3 and is also third in scoring, ball but did not immedi
hut chose
i aver
averaging 9.7 points a night.
Cal Poly.
ately
dazzle
college
aging
9.7
Gray hasn’t always been a basket scouts.
T h e
points per
ball standout or even a success
“1 got no offers at all,
Mustangs
game.
story.
but for one coach,
offered
Long behire his transfer to Cal which is at the juco 1
him three
Poly this sea.son, before his short wept to,” Gray said.
years to come. Orlando Gray liked
but stellar career at Chabot College
Arriving at Chabot in the fall of the opportunities Gray would have
in Hayward, before even getting his 2001, Gray took the C alifornia to play and get a college degree.

By Graham Womack

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

d

Cal Poly was also closer to his
son.
Gray has enjoyed his time here,
though he said San Luis Obispo is
much different than Oakland. He’s
become close with guards Eric
Jackson, Fernando Sampson, Glenn
Jones, hig man Varnie Dennis and
small forward and fellow gym rat,
Shane Schilling.
“Shane, he’s just down to earth,”
Gray said. “As .soon as I came, we
clicked.”
Sampson, a fellow city-product
out of Fairfax High in Los Angeles,
praised Gray.
“1 think it helped the program
tremendously getting a point guard
who should’ve gone P ac-10,”
Sampson said.
Looking up to NBA players like
Mike Bihby and Nick Van Exel, and
fellow Oakland products Jason Kidd
and Gary Payton, Gray stays in the
gym four hours a day and wants to
eventually play in the N BA.
“We talk about that all the time,”
Orlando Gray said. “...T h a t’s going
to happen.”
An ordained minister, Orlando
Gray has been to all of his son’s
games and said he saw his best play
in the season opening 63-62 win
over Cal. Gray logged 40 minutes,
scored 14 points and drained a
clutch three-pointer late in the
game against a team he dreamed of
playing for.
“A fter the game, (C al head
coach) Ben Braun walked up to him
and told him he was a warrior,”
Orlando Gray said. “T hat really
picked his heart up and made him
feel good.”
O ne more thing made Gray’s
night— Kameron Jr. was there.

Living a dream: A day spent with Dick Vitale
They've seen him i>n television spout check.
ing superlatives and “Vitalisms.”
“People don't realize the preparation
What they find is that Rich Vitale, before a game,” Vitale says, shuffling
LAWRENCE, Kan. — It’s Tuesday, as he's called by his family, is similar to thmugh aK)ut 50 pages of nirtes on the
Nov. 25, and I3ick Vitale, the world’s his on-camera penxina, I'Hckie V, but Jayhawks and Spartans. “Once the
rrK>st famous college ba.sketball analyst, m>t quite the same.
game starts, that's the easy part.”
is at Oread Bix»k.s in the Karcsas Union.
The Vitale spending his mid-day at
Patricia Ltiwry, ESPN pnxlucer,
It’s 11:45 a.m. and Vitale is in town to the Kxik.store is jast as enthusiastic walks up to Vitale and asks him to cLt a
wi>rk the Kamas-Michigan State men’s aKuit college basketball, but is a toneil promotUrnal spot for the network's
hix»ps game later that night.
down version i»f what millions t>f view Feast Week, the 21 CLrllege games aired
But first, he has a dare at the lxx)k- ers world-wide see via ESPN.
during the week of Thanksgiving.
store, signing his latest Kx>k, “Living a
He ckx-sn't even utter his trademark
Lowry leads Vitale txitside, where
I'fream.”
“baby” until 23 minutes into the Kx>k the rowdiest of the n>wdy KU fans are
It Lkx.’sn't take long to figure out the signing, and that was only after being waiting to get into the game. The cam
title isn’t a mi.snomer. Entering his 25th promptecl by a woman who couldn't eras light up and so does Vitale as he ad
season on ESPN, the man has an unbri- leave without hearing it in perstm.
libs the sptH w'hile scores of people sur
Lilesl enthusiasm for the game.
“He's not as loud in daily life,” said round him and scream. They scream so
He has experience as a fonner coach Andy Katz, one of Vitale's colleagues loud in fact, the microphones can't pick
at l\'troit University and with the who covers college basketball for up Vitale and they are forced to shixrt
NBA's Pistons, giving him as much ESPN.com. “Rut he's certainly as pas again.
credibility as any other sport.sca.ster. Rut sionate.”
“You are quite the trcxiper,” Liwry
it's his unique delivery, irreverent to the
While college basketball is his says to Vitale as they rush back inside to
rules of broaLicasting, which sets him favorite, Vitale is a fan of other sports. tape lack's Stix;k Report, an analysis
apart. It also brings him criticism, Lie holds seastm tickets to Tampa Bay that will air during halftime of a
which he takes in stride, hut tixJay the l\'\’il Rays' games and loves the atmos Preseastm NIT game the following
crowd is almost exclusively admiring phere of college fixFtball games.
night. Vitale again works withiuit a
fans.
He also co-owns a racehorse. It's script, and after three takes is sati.sfied.
Vitale is a celebrity everywhere he Awe.some Baby, with LiHiisville basket
“Might have been a little long,” he
gixjs in this country and especially in ball coach Rick Pitino and others. But, says, thinking it over. “You know what?
LawTence, Kan., where college basket it seems that with Vitale the conversa They can edit it.”
ball is king.
tion always turns hixips.
Next, it's time to go live on
Hundreds of fans form a line that
ESPNews.
starts near the back of the store and
PRIM E-TIM E PLAYER
“Sometimes it's unbelievable. Yiiu're
winds around the Kxik shelves to the
sitting here like you're naked,” Vitale
cash register.
Vitale arrives at Allen Fieldhouse, says after finishing the segment vlespite
They've come to get their Ixxiks site of the game, at 4:45 p.m., more that difficulty hearing the anchors in his
signeLl. Rut they also have come to find three hours before tipoff. The next hour earpiece.
He takes a few sips of water to help
out what the real “Dickie V” is like. or so is when Vitale really earns his pay

By Shane Mettlen
UMVERSITYOFKANSAS

with a raspy voice beftire going back tin
the air live to talk with Dan Patrick on
“SpoitsCenter.”
By ntYW his broadcast partner Dan
Shulman has arrived, and they head to
the media rix>m u> get siYme ftxxl and
discuss the nif^t's game. The students
are now in the building, and as
Shulman and Vitale walk in front t>f
them, there is a nnising ovatkm.
“It's like this everywhere we go,”
Shulman says in his Kx)ming bn>adca.st-baritone voice, a sharp contra.st to
Vitale's higher-pitched, less-polished
delivery. “It's like touring America with
Elvis.”
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By the numbers
3
Cal Ftoly is in third place in
the Big W est's
(Dornmissioner's C u p starxJings after the fall season.
T h e aw ard goes to the
school that perform s the
best in the conferer»ce's 12
sports. D C Santa Barbara is
leading the starxlings. Cal
Poly and U C S B each had
twAD team s w in B W C titles.

A LL-A IRPO R T TEAM

By 8:00 p.m., Vitale and Shulman
have begun calling the game. Vitale
works more than 30 games a year aiul
this will be the first time in 20 years he
will spend Thank.sgiving at home, in
Sarasota, Fla. He has
wake up early
the next morning, though, and fly to
Springfield, Mass., to call the ArizonaHorida matchup in the Hall of Fame
Cla.ssic.
By the 14'minute mark i>f the first
half, Dickie V is completely wound up.
He can enjoy it for the next two
hours. After that he's off to the airport.
He will arrive at his home about 2:30
a.m. Eiistem Standard Time. Just in
time to get some sleep. By 7:30 a.m.,
he'll be up again, this time on the radio,
talking h(X)ps and living his dream.

How many black head coachc.s
had coached in the SEC before
MLssi.ssippi State hired Sylvester
Groom on Monday?
S e n d answ ers to: spmartin@ calpoly.edu

Mon4i»\\(^iKstion

Who was the first woman to
play on the Asian PGA Tour?
Laura Davies

Congratulations to Kyle "Fred" Savage!

Sports editor Sean Martin can be
reached at 7 56-1796 or mustang
dailysports@yahoo.com

